A ONE-DAY PROGRAM FOR ASSOCIATES AND INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS

Trust: Today’s Critical, Learnable Competency
Trust is the new currency in today’s connected,
collaborative world. Contrary to what most people
think, creating trust is a learnable skill.
When trust is low, individuals become suspicious
of each other, their boss, and of the organization.
They guard communication, speculate, and
disengage. As a result, productivity grinds to a
crawl and costs increase.

When trust is high, communication, creativity, and
engagement improve. Productivity speeds up and
costs decrease as attention is redirected toward
objectives instead of suspicion and frustration.
In the Speed of Trust® Foundations work session,
individuals become competent in using the
framework, language, and behaviors that lead to
high-trust teams and organizations.

Everyone contributes to a high-trust organization.
In the Speed of Trust Foundations work session,
individuals identify and address “trust gaps” in
their personal credibility and relationships at work.
Using “real work” situations in the work session,
participants:
•

Practice the 13 Behaviors of High Trust to
develop, restore, and extend trust.

•

Create a Trust Action Plan to increase personal
credibility and influence.

•

Practice communicating transparently,
respectfully, and directly.

•

Identify how to extend appropriate levels of trust
with co-workers.

•

Improve their track record of keeping
commitments through a Peer Accountability
Process.

RESULTS

COMPETENCE

CAPABILITIES

The 4 Cores
of Credibility
INTENT

CHARACTER

INTEGRITY

“You may not be able to control everything, but you can influence certain things.
Trust starts with you.”
STEPHEN M. R. COVEY
Author, The Speed of Trust
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The Speed of Trust Foundations work session gives participants the language, behavior, and tools
they need to increase their personal credibility and develop trusting relationships that lead to
sustainable results.
As a result of this work session, participants will be able to:

THE CASE FOR TRUST

SELF TRUST
THE PRINCIPLE OF CREDIBILITY

RELATIONSHIP TRUST
THE PRINCIPLE OF BEHAVIOR

Build their own case for trust by identifying the impact
of Trust Taxes and Trust Dividends on their current
work projects.
Model trust through character and competence and
take responsibility for increasing their own personal
credibility.
Replace counterfeit behaviors with the 13 Behaviors
of High Trust to develop, restore, and extend trust in
key relationships.

Participant Kit
Trust Action Plan (TAP)

•

Participant Guidebook

•

Speed of Trust Action Cards

•

The Speed of Trust Book

•

Speed of Trust Digital Coach app

•

Trust Action Plan (TAP)

Use this tool individually or with a group to decide what action to take to inspire
trust in a given situation.
DESIRED OUTCOME

NEW YORK T I M E S B E S T S E L L E R

Declare your intent by describing your outcomes as specifically as possible.

CURRENT SITUATION
Confront reality by describing the situation clearly and factually.

ACTION PLAN
Identify key actions you will take and behaviors you will model to close the gap
between the situation and the outcome. Use the Trust Action Cards as a resource.

®

The 5 Waves of Trust
This file is available for download at http://www.speedoftrust.com/downloads.

Trust Action Cards
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VERSION 3.0

“As trust is manifest in each successive
wave, the effect of trust becomes
cumulative and exponential.”

The One Thing That
Changes Everything

Foreword by

Stephen R.
Covey
Author of The 7 Habits
of Highly Effective
People

STEPHEN M.R.

COVEY
WITH REBECCA R. MERRILL

STEPHEN M. R. COVEY
The Speed of Trust

Speed of Trust ACTION CARDS
www.speedoftrust.com

For more information about FranklinCovey’s Speed of Trust Foundations, contact your client partner or
call 1-888-705-1776. You can also visit www.franklincovey.com/sot.
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